HVAC AIR SYSTEMS;
DUCTWORK, FANS, AIR HANDLING UNITS

By Bradford E. (Brad) White, P.E.

Duct Design Concepts
Overview
• Duct Construction: Pressure/Leakage Classes
• Friction Rate vs. Velocity
• Fitting Losses = Impact Losses
• Calculating System Pressure Drop
• Minimizing System Pressure Drop
• Noise Control
• Fan Selection Principles
• How Ductwork is Made: Understand it to Design It

Basic Duct System Design Concepts
ALWAYS:
•

Limit the number of transitions (size changes) in a run of ductwork.

•

Transition where you need to. Know why you should.

•

Think about access; dampers, terminal boxes, filters, coils. “Lowest ladder possible.”

•

Minimize Aspect Ratio; think “round/square/rectangular/flatter” in that order.

•

Understand friction rate vs. velocity; Watch both, balance the two (and why the duct friction
rate is only part of the story).

•

Understand airflow and fittings; Elbow Aside. Make it easy to get there.

•

Be aware of duct insulation, flanges and hangers. Ducts are bigger than you think.

SMACNA STANDARDS
Pressure Classes, Metal Gauges and Reinforcement:

Note sheet metal gauges per duct size, without reinforcing.
Thinner gauges can be used if with reinforcing, in various
combinations.

SMACNA STANDARDS
Pressure Classes, Metal Gauges and Reinforcement:

Note sheet metal gauges per duct size, without reinforcing.
Thinner gauges can be used but with reinforcing, in various
combinations.

SMACNA STANDARDS

Proprietary Types

Pressure Classes, Metal Gauges and Reinforcement:

Note shop-fabricated reinforcing vs. proprietary flange systems
(e.g. Ductmate, TDF, Ward Duct Connector). MOST ducts have a
default reinforcing spacing of less than 5 feet, just for showing up.
This means thinner gauges of sheet metal.

SMACNA STANDARDS
SEAL THE DEAL: Moving air is costly. Loss of air to leakage cannot be economically recovered.
Control it.

Always Remember: Horsepower Varies with CFM as a Cube Function.
Example: System design volume = 12,000 cfm at 4.5” WG static pressure and uses 13.0 brake HP, 15 HP Motor.
The fan does move 12,000 cfm but there is 10% leakage in the system which is needed for a critical space.
If you elect to speed up the fan to gain back this lost air it will cost a third more horsepower, forever:
12,000 *1.1=13,200 (13,200/12,000)^3 = 1.331 x 13.0 BHP = 17.30 BHP. A 20 HP motor is required.
This last 10% of air requires 4.3 BHP forever, assuming leakage remains constant. The most expensive air you will ever move.

SEAL THE DUCTS; Seal Class A, Leakage Class 3 minimum.
Duct Sealant is CFM You Buy Once.

SMACNA STANDARDS
SEAL THE DEAL: Moving air is costly enough. Loss of air to leakage cannot be economically recovered.
A lack of sealing defeats the purpose of too many duct systems. Duct sealant is CFM you buy once.

Leakage Class =
Cfm per 100 SF of
duct surface area at
1.0” WG differential
pressure.

This is why Leakage
Class 3 makes
sense in most
systems. ~2%
leakage vs. 4%, 8%,
16%, 33%...

SMACNA STANDARDS
Aspect Ratio Progression: Round –Square –Rectangular –Flat
4,000 CFM to be moved at 0.09”/100 lf friction rate. 2.0” WG
Pressure Class ductwork. 1,250 fpm velocity;
Escalating Material Weight and Cost:

Ducts over
120” wide…

Round; 24” round duct: 79” material =6.6 sf/lf (24 ga.) =7.63#/lf
1:1: 22x22 square duct; 92” material = 7.7 sf/lf (24 ga.) =8.90#/lf
2:1: 32x16 rectangular; 101” material =8.4 sf/lf (20 ga.) =13.91#/lf

3.5:1: 42x12 rectangular; 113” material = 9.5 sf/lf (20 ga.) =15.73#/lf
5:1: 60x10 rectangular; 147” material = 12.3 sf/lf (18 ga.) =26.51#/lf

“Do what you have to do but know why and what the cost is.”
*24 ga: 1.156 lbs. per sf.
22 ga: 1.406 lbs. per sf.
20 ga: 1.656 lbs. per sf.
18 ga: 2.156 lbs. per sf.
16 ga: 2.656 lbs. per sf.
“Ductwork sold by the pound”.

..cannot support their own
width. They need tie rods.

Duct Sizing:
Flow Friction vs. Velocity:

Duct Calculator

Friction Rate: Inches W.G. per 100
LF of Straight Duct.

Low-Velocity/
Low-Pressure
Friction Loss
Range for
Transport;
0.04” to 0.08”
per 100 feet.

MediumVelocity/
MediumPressure Friction
Loss Range for
Transport;
0.10” to 1.5” per
100 feet.

Velocity: Feet Per Minute

Approaching
OutletsSlow Down before
you get to your
driveway.

Low-Velocity/
Low-Pressure Range for
Transport; <1,500 fpm.
2.0” WG Pressure Class

Med.-Velocity/
Med.-Pressure
Range for
Transport;
<2,500 fpm.
6.0” WG
Pressure Class

Air Velocity in Ducts:
Drives fitting losses:

Duct Fittings have “C”-coefficients, which are multiplied
by velocity pressure (Vp) to obtain their pressure drops.
Velocity Matters.

Air Velocity in Ducts:
Drives fitting losses:
Example:
6” round elbow at 500 fpm:
C=0.14 x 0.0156 Vp= 0.0022”
Same elbow at 1,500 fpm:
C=0.14” x 0.1403 = 0.0196”

Example:
1.5 centerline radius 90° elbow, 12x12 size, at 1,500 fpm:
C=0.17 x 0.1403 Vp= 0.0238”
Same elbow at 3,000 fpm:
C=0.17 x 0.5610 Vp= 0.0954”

Vp at 500 fpm = 0.0156”
Vp at 1,000 fpm = 0.0623”
Vp at 1,500 fpm = 0.1403”
Vp at 2,000 fpm = 0.2494”
Vp at 3,000 fpm = 0.5610”

Air Velocity in Ducts:
Drives fitting losses: Turning vanes can help sometimes but can also have higher pressure drops.
Example:
Square-mitered elbow with single-thickness vanes
closely spaced, at 1500 fpm:
C=0.11 x 0.1403 Vp= 0.0154”
Note: A radius elbow with a 1.5 centerline radius at the
same velocity has an air pressure drop of 0.0238”. This
type of elbow has a lower pressure drop and saves space
but also costs 50% more shop labor to make.
Example:
Square-mitered elbow with double-thickness vanes more
widely spaced, at 1500 fpm:
C=0.41 x 0.1403 Vp= 0.0575”
Same elbow at 3,000 fpm:
C=0.41 x 0.5610 Vp= 0.2300”

Vp at 500 fpm = 0.0156”
Vp at 1,000 fpm = 0.0623”
Vp at 1,500 fpm = 0.1403”
Vp at 2,000 fpm = 0.2494”
Vp at 3,000 fpm = 0.5610”

Air Velocity in Ducts:
Drives fitting losses: Radius splitter vanes are a good strategic fitting at critical points.
Internal proportional-radius splitter vanes divide an
elbow up into equivalent larger radius turns. The Ccoefficient drops to very low values. Pressure drops can
be almost negligible.
These fittings do come at a cost but at AHUs and fans
can save significant capacity and reduce system effect
penalties.

Example:
Square duct elbow with single splitter vane, at 2000 fpm:
C=0.05 x 0.2494 Vp= 0.0125”
Same elbow without a splitter vane has a C-factor of 0.21
C=0.21 x 0. 2494 Vp= 0.0524”

Vp at 500 fpm = 0.0156”
Vp at 1,000 fpm = 0.0623”
Vp at 1,500 fpm = 0.1403”
Vp at 2,000 fpm = 0.2494”
Vp at 3,000 fpm = 0.5610”

Air Velocity in Ducts: Branching Off.
Note the “C” coefficients.
C=0.22

C=0.11

C=0.73

C=1.35

C=0.14
(It’s an elbow!)

Major main-to-branch
flows, 25% or greater,
benefit from velocitybased take-offs.

C=0.73

Tapered C=0.32
Hard-Tap C=1.58

C=0.22
(It’s an elbow!)

Conical 30 ° C=0.32

Bellmouth C=0.22

Final branches to air distribution devices will be at lower
velocities, so a high “C” coefficient still means a low
pressure drop. Do not worry about the end runs.

Vp at 500 fpm = 0.0156”
Vp at 1,000 fpm = 0.0623”
Vp at 1,500 fpm = 0.1403”
Vp at 2,000 fpm = 0.2494”
Vp at 3,000 fpm = 0.5610”

Air Velocity in Components:
Necessary, unavoidable and they add up. Spend wisely:
The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), places limits
on fan system horsepower use relative to airflow.
Within air handling units (AHUs), these are of critical importance
with many components in-series. Pressure drop is year-round.
The AHU internal static pressure is often 50-65% of the total
system pressure drop. Spend wisely, using as large a crosssectional area as possible to keep air pressure drops (APDs) as
low as practical.

Air Velocity in Components:
Getting air in and out of your building:
Louver sizing for intake of outside air is a balancing act
between keeping moisture out, reducing air pressure drop
and keeping the architect happy.
Too small a louver can amplify draw-in of mist, light snow and
normal rain, in addition to higher air pressure drops.
A solid company standard is essential . Our client architects
should be confident of getting consistent sizing criteria for
their projects across the company, founded in appropriate
criteria.

Air Velocity in Components:
Getting air in and out of your building

You can also be creative if the architect is on-board.
The full openings here were louvers sized in the early 1970’s as
gross area, not net free area. These were half the size they
should have been. In addition, the top half was a spandrel
beam, blocking the top half as well. Plenums were chronically
wet and rusted out.
These cowls are now a design standard at Terminal B. Intake
velocities are under 500 fpm and air pressure drop is
negligible. No moisture entrainment either.

Air System Pressure Drops:
Calculated on the longest or most restrictive run, not on all system ductwork.
Take into account each duct segment; coils, dampers,
fittings, branches, elbows, offsets, termination grilles,
changes in elevation, all to find the most restrictive run.

If in doubt, check your second choice of most restrictive branch.
It is not always obvious.

Air System Pressure Drops:
Calculated on the longest or most restrictive run, not on all system ductwork.

(Continued, above right.)

Observations:
1. The highest system pressure drop tends to be in 100% OA
economizer mode, because the supply fan has to draw all air
through louvers, dampers, AFMS, without assistance from the
return fan.
2. These are EXTERNAL static pressure (ESP) values and do not
count “internal” AHU components, coils, filters, sound
attenuators and casing losses.
3. Note the sum of duct friction vs. that of fittings and devices, less
than 10% of total in this case, 10-15% typically and incidentally.
Thus, fittings and devices truly define system pressure drop.

Air System Pressure Drops:

Internal Static Pressure, sum of worst-case, in-series devices within the AHU.
To this is added the External Static Pressure losses, some of which are on the inlet side of the AHU.

S.P. Gradient Graph

S.P. Profile.
Useful for TAB process!

E.S.P.:
I.S.P.:
Total:

3.00”
2.90”
5.90”- schedule at 6.0”

44,000 cfm/4 fans = 11,000 cfm each at
6.0” s.p.

Fan Selection:

“Bracket” your fan selections to demonstrate that the fan you chose is the most appropriate.
Criteria are: Meet the duty, have the lowest brake horsepower, highest efficiency and demonstrate stable operation with system changes.

A “sensitivity analysis”, to examine “what-ifs” is always a good exercise.

Duty: 44,000 cfm/4 fans = 11,000 cfm each at 6.0” s.p.
20”
22”

24”

20” Fan: 2871 RPM, 16.8 BHP
22” Fan: 2288 RPM, 15.3 BHP
24” Fan: 1942 RPM, 14.3 BHP

Fan Selection:

“Bracket” your fan selections to demonstrate that the fan you chose is the most appropriate.
Criteria are: Meet the duty, have the lowest brake horsepower, highest efficiency and demonstrate stable operation with system changes.

A “sensitivity analysis”, to examine “what-ifs” is always a good exercise.

Duty: 44,000 cfm/4 fans = 11,000 cfm each at 6.0” s.p.
20” Fan: 2871 RPM, 16.8 BHP

RPM puts this into Class III.
Brake HP is higher than other
fan selections.
A 20 HP motor will be required.
Efficiency: 61.8%

Fan Selection:

“Bracket” your fan selections to demonstrate that the fan you chose is the most appropriate.
Criteria are: Meet the duty, have the lowest brake horsepower, highest efficiency and demonstrate stable operation with system changes.

A “sensitivity analysis”, to examine “what-ifs” is always a good exercise.

Duty: 44,000 cfm/4 fans = 11,000 cfm each at 6.0” s.p.
22” Fan: 2288 RPM, 15.3 BHP

RPM puts this into Class II.
Brake HP is 1 bhp higher than
the next larger selection (24”).
A 20 HP motor will be required.
Efficiency: 67.9%

Fan Selection:

“Bracket” your fan selections to demonstrate that the fan you chose is the most appropriate.
Criteria are: Meet the duty, have the lowest brake horsepower, demonstrate stable operation with system changes.

A “sensitivity analysis”, to examine “what-ifs” is always a good exercise.

Duty: 44,000 cfm/4 fans = 11,000 cfm each at 6.0” s.p.
24” Fan: 1942 RPM, 14.3 BHP

RPM puts this into Class I.
Brake HP is 1 bhp lower than the
next smaller selection (22”).
A 20 HP motor will still be required.
Efficiency: 72.6%

Fan Selection- This was the winner:

But not just because of lowest brake horsepower. The system turn-down was limited by a minimum static pressure at the terminal boxes, of 0.75” and total pressure of 1.0”.
The more aggressive curve held more closely to unit performance.
Maximum turndown was limited to about 2” of 6” total and 60% of airflow. Fans operated at less than 3 bhp at this forced low-load.
Operationally, system ran at 90% airflow on average; tightly sized to load including ventilation. Net operating bhp per fan was 10.4.

Duty: 44,000 cfm/4 fans = 11,000 cfm each at 6.0” s.p.
24” Fan: 1942 RPM, 14.3 BHP

RPM puts this into Class I.
Brake HP is 1 bhp lower than the
next smaller selection (22”).
A 20 HP motor will still be required.
Efficiency: 72.6%

Sound Attenuation:

There are several means to reduce air-borne and duct-borne sound in an HVAC system.
Start with dampening vibration transmission.
Isolate Noise and Vibration At the Source.
Packaged units should be specified with internal
vibration isolation and flexible connectors at fans.

Insulated flexible connectors are available. Use them on
cooling systems.
Use flexible connector assemblies at building expansion
joints.
Be careful using flexible connectors too close to a fan
inlet. They can get “sucked-in” and affect fan
performance. Instead, install a straight duct section of
at least 1.5 diameters between fan and flexible
connector.
Do not use vibration isolators in-series. Use one set.

Sound Attenuation:
There are several means to reduce air-borne and duct-borne sound in an HVAC system.
Use near noise sources for greatest effectiveness. AHUs,
fans; within mechanical rooms.
-Longer units are more effective, especially for lower
frequencies. 3-foot nominal lengths are a minimum.

Sound Attenuators
AKA “Silencers”
Excellent for targeted noise reduction at source, for specific
frequencies and for acoustically sensitive spaces.
When leaving a mechanical room, acoustic sealing is essential.
Detailing at fire/smoke dampers for access doors can be a
challenge.

“Break-out noise” can be of concern especially at
mechanical room walls. Mass lagging or double-wall
duct is recommended.
“Packless” (fill-free) types are available for fibersensitive applications such as hospitals.
These can add appreciable pressure drop to a system.
Higher sound attenuation characteristics often have
higher air pressure drops.
Lower pressure drop attenuators may not be as effective
in lower frequencies which are the most difficult to
attenuate.

Sound Attenuation:
There are several means to reduce air-borne and duct-borne sound in an HVAC system.
Excellent for high-frequency noise reduction. Not as effective
on low-frequency sound.
Relatively low-cost; may be automated at sheet metal shop.

Difficult to clean lined ducts; may be shredded by the process.

Duct Liner

1-Inch thick is a commonly available application, but unless at
least 1.5-inch thickness is used, it alone will not meet the
energy code for R-Value.
Full-adhesive coverage and mechanical weld-pin fasteners
must be specified.
Leading-edge nosing recommended at velocities >1500 fpm.
Not allowed in health care facilities. Is less and less favored in
general for the same reasons, fibers in airstream for example.

Best application is in low-velocity transfer ducts between
rooms, in combination with dead-end, non-vaned elbows.

Sound Attenuation:
There are several means to reduce air-borne and duct-borne sound in an HVAC system.

“Double-Wall Ductwork”

Most of the advantages of lined ductwork but sheet metal liner protects the fiberous liner from
erosion.
Solid or perforated inner walls available.

Good compromise between bona-fide attenuators and regular lined ductwork.
Allows exposed architectural ducts without unsightly external foil wrapped insulation. Paintable.

Can be shop or factory-made. Adds approximately 75% to the cost of the bare duct. Use
judiciously at AHU sources and where leaving a mechanical room.

Minimum 1.5” required
for energy code.
Otherwise must be
wrapped to thickness.

Sheet Metal Duct Fabrication:

Straight duct is mostly automated but still with some hand-labor. Fittings are semi-automated for cutting but
require significant hand labor at the shop.

“Coil Line”- rolls out rectangular
duct, even lined, in minutes.

Round duct and its child, “flat oval”
are made on a spool coil machine.

Sheet Metal Duct Fabrication:

Straight duct is mostly automated but still with some hand-labor. Fittings are semi-automated for cutting but
Have significant hand labor at the shop.

Fitting hand-labor. Tack-welding a
transition.

Slip-fit 2-piece transition/offset

Sheet Metal Duct Field Installation:
Graceful offset
ductwork, 2013

Graceful ductwork from 1977, with
new terminal induction box.

Build-Clean/Install
Clean: Specify plastic
wrap on ends of all
ducts from shop to
site.

Sheet Metal Duct Field Installation:

Heat Recovery AHU. Note in-duct
coils and access doors for fire
dampers and coil cleaning.

AHU Discharge, 56,000 CFM
with Turning Vanes

Sheet Metal Duct Field Installation:

In-Duct HW Coils

Rectangular Ductwork with
Flanges and Tie-Rods

Sheet Metal Duct Field Installation:

Exposed Spiral Round DW Ductwork
Note “Gripple” cable hangers.

Size and height of ductwork above floor affects
field labor costs by +15-20% when lifts are
required.

Sheet Metal Duct Field Installation:

Install filters for fan-coil devices
accessibly, low above ceilings or in
ceiling grilles. Easier servicing!

Air Handing Unit Drop; Ease the throats.
Make it easy for air to flow.

Sheet Metal Duct Field Installation:

Walk-In Plenum behind louvers.
Pitched floor to drain out over
bottom louver blades.
Depth of plenum helps moisture
drop-off.

Outside View of Same Louvers

Questions?
Discussion?
Thank you for
watching this
Ductumentary!
(I quack myself up.)

